Pioneer Tails
Pioneer Valley Kennel Club, Inc
P.O. Box 407, Greenfield, MA 01302
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When: Wednesday, December 14th,
6:30 pm Munch & Mingle; 7:00 pm Dinner & Meeting
Where: Terrazza at the Greenfield Country Club; 244 Country Club Rd; Greenfield, MA

Buffet Dinner $30
Please send your reservation checks to Darci Brown, 111 West St, Northfield, MA 01360
Reservation Deadline is December 7th

PVKC MEMBERSHIP DUES – Pay Them NOW!
Please complete, sign and mail (or email) the form ( pages 14 & 15 )
General Questions – Contact Marcia Evans at
lexisgracewss@comcast.net
PayPal Invoice – Contact Judith at
handart@sover.net

President’s Message
Life is short, live everyday like it is your last.
I was reminded of this last week when our Dog Show Community tragically lost one of our
own. A young woman who represented what we should all strive to be. I watched as we all
came together (friends, competitors, and foes) to support each other in our grief and for a
moment try to be like her.
We all should strive to be kind and supportive in our life. Not just for a moment but for our
lifetime, however long or short that might be. Take the time to help a new exhibitor, open a
door for a stranger, thank the employees at the Dunkin Donuts shop.
Smile and hug your dog – Life is short………….
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Show & Member NEWS
Jason Mazzone's Shetland Sheepdogs have been on a winning streak. Two
littermates bred and owned by Jason recently finished their AKC
championships: Ch. Gracemere Rain on the Way
("Fergus") and Ch. Gracemere 'n' TR Bi Blue Sky
("Skye"). Along the way, Fergus was Best of Winners at
the Northern New Jersey Shetland Sheepdog Speciality
for a five‑point major under Judge Jimmy Mitchell. Last
summer at the Adirondack Circuit in Ballston Spa, Jason
showed GCH Gracemere Night and Day ("Inka") to win
Owner‑Handled Reserve Best in Show under Judge
Johnny Shoemaker. Inka's son, Ch. Gracemere Just Me, won group
placements three days at the circuit.

From Nancy Forrest: I have two dogs with new titles this year. Chrispy Saffron TKA is now a Champion. And
CH Picture Cessa on the Rise TKA, NR earned an intermediate rally title.
Betty Nichols: My bred by puppy, Cooper (Hancock s N Grandview s In Sync) took Best 4 - 6
Month Puppy in Show at the South Shore Kennel Club show in East Falmouth on August 17th.
He was about four and a half months at the time and it was his first time in the ring, so we were
very proud. He was awarded a really lovely gift basket with all sorts of great dog stuff. I am
looking forward to starting him in regular classes this month.

From Peg Vohr: Some of you will remember my Rough Collie, CJ, who attended many classes in Brattleboro in
the pre‑pandemic days. These days we have been concentrating on Rally and I am proud that CJ now answers to
CH Fantasy Mariner All Flags Flying CD, BN, RM2, RAE3. We are more than halfway towards his RACH (Rally
Championship) title.
Kelly Lovley reports: We had a good national specialty at the Robert=s Center in Ohio.
Helix was Second in Brood Bitch with kids Arty and Myna (same as last year) and First
in 7‑9 Veteran Bitch sweeps classes. At the Independent following the national, Helix
was Best in Veteran in Sweeps and Best of Opposite Veteran in the regular classes.
Myna earned her Novice Draft dog title, Rally Advanced title and ACT1J title, earning
her a triathlete award (qualifying in 3 different working events at the national).

From Karen DuPrat: Meadowview s She Owns the Night finished her championship with a Reserve Winners
Bitch at the 2022 Havanese Club of America Regional Speciality #2. She did it from the bred by class with Brielle
Marie Duprat handling.
From Emily McDermott and Archer: Archer earned his third Novice JWW 12" Preferred leg October 7 at
Berkshire Belgian Tervuren Club's outdoor Agility Trial at Westfield Fairgrounds in Westfield, MA . So he has
now added NJP to his long list of titles! He was wonderful that day running his Novice JWW 12" course perfectly
with a score of 100 and 1st place in his height division!! He was great! So proud of my boy, and he is such fun
to work with. My goal is to hopefully earn the Novice Standard Preferred title, and then he would be Archer
VCD1. Then I think we will both retire since I will be almost 83!! So Archer is now: Whitfield's Danger Zone
CDX BN RE TDX TDU NJP FDC CGCA TKN.
Continued on page 4
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Catherine Lee reports that her Welsh Springer Spaniel, Farley,
finished her championship on October 21 at the first Albany Kennel
Club show in West Springfield. The next day, at the second Albany
KC show, her first time in the ring as a special, Farley was Best of
Opposite Sex and Best Owner Handled for 3 GCH points. At the
Warrenton Kennel Club show in Doswell, VA, on November 5, Farley
won Best in Sweepstakes at the Greater Chesapeake Welsh Springer
Spaniel Club’s supported entry. Farley and her older sister, Tinker,
also passed the AKC Temperament Tests at the Albany KC shows.
With two passes, they each got a new title. Pending AKC confirmation, they are now known as CH Cryslen
Destiny’s Don’t Stop Me Now ATT and CH Rysan’s Requested Just For Destiny RI RATN CGC TKN ATT.
Sheila and Ryan Blanker report: What incredible shows for our dogs this weekend! We
are beyond proud! At the Framingham District shows "Sparrow," BISS Multiple Group
Placing GCH Northern Light's Femme Fatale won back to back Best of Opposite Sex. On
Sunday this was a 4 pt major. She also won Best of Breed
Owner Handler and an Owner Handled Group 4 at the
supported entry show Sunday. On Saturday "Shimmer,"
GCHG/Can CH Northern Light's Shimmering Moonglade,
AOM, BN, RA stepped back in to the rally ring to earn another
Rally Advanced bumper leg. Shimmer scored a 99, 4th place,
and the Highest Scoring Siberian in Rally Advanced A & B.
The super star was "Reis," CH Northern Light's Reis' Pieces
of Eight, who completed his Rally Novice title with a first
place, a perfect score of 100 and Highest Scoring Siberian in Novice A & B. In the
afternoon trial he repeated his performance by scoring another perfect 100, fourth
place, and Highest Scoring Siberian in Novice A & B. Reis in four trials earned all
perfect scores to complete his Rally Novice title with a bumper leg! Beauty, Brains,
and Ability indeed!!
Editor’s Note: And in case you think my intrepid bitch Millie has been idle, she would like you to know she has
adopted two new kittens. They are both a lot of work and a pure joy. At 6, Millie has become quite the homemaker
and says she doesn’t miss the rings at all.

Best Treat I bookmarked this month
Omega 3 with an Antioxidant and Anti-inflammatory Kick
A quick treat from Monica Segal
(https://www.facebook.com/Monica.Segal.CanineNutrition)
125 gram can sardines (in water), drained
1/4 cup blueberries (fresh or frozen)
1/4 cup ginger tea
1 TBS finely chopped kale (optional)
Mush it all in a food processor. Freeze in scoops or ice trays or cute molds.
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A Brief Essay on Showing Dogs
by Catherine Lee
It has become a cliche to say that your dog "finished with
a bang" - with a big win - or "finished in limited
showing." I will be the first to acknowledge that my
young Welsh Springer Spaniel bitch, Farley, now almost
18 months, did neither of those things. I’ve had other
dogs who finished “faster”—with bigger wins, or at a
younger age, or in fewer shows.

Along the way, Farley got dumped a total of 6 shows
against class dogs, managing only one reserve with
competition. I also showed her 7 times when she was
the only class entry, competing against the 1st, 2nd, 4th,
7th, and 9th ranked Welsh Springer specials. Two of
those judges looked really hard at her, with one pulling
her in competition with the #1 dog and saying “I want
you to know your dog was a contender.” Other judges
gave me complimentary feedback, but given the
competition, I didn’t expect them
to put her up.

To be sure, Farley started out well,
with a 4-6 Month Puppy Sporting
I never once, however, doubted
group 1 and group 2. At just 6
Farley’s quality when we went into
months she took reserve to two
the ring. I always believed that she
majors (which was the weekend that
deserved consideration and that she
all the other class bitches in New
could win. One thing to be said for
England finished), and two weeks
27 shows in less than 11 months is
later she took two majors with Best
that it got rid of the lingering nerves
of Breeds over 3 specials. But she
I still carried through 20 years of
finished with a single point, as Best
showing. Farley has a few more
of Winners, and not counting the
shows this year, but sooner or later I need surgery on my
puppy groups, took...wait for it...TWENTY-SEVEN left hand, and I’ll have to take a break. I want to do barn
shows to finish.
hunt and rally with her soon too.
After the two BOB wins, Farley traded single points over
three weekends with other class entries. She had another
Best of Breed with a major, over three professionally
handled top male specials, then a couple Best of Breeds
for a point each, along with a Group 4 that put her at #13
in all-breed WSS competition. Finally, she got that last
point. She finished with 3 majors and 6 single points.

Farley is so sweet and beautiful, but she’s also a brat,
and she has more than her share of the devil in her. Her
registered name is now CH Cryslen Destiny’s Don’t
Stop Me Now ATT. She needs to mature and fill out,
and then, I truly believe, there will be no stopping her.
photo credit to Angela Wrenn

PVKC Extravaganza – Farm Dog Certification, AKC Temperament Testing, CGC
Testing, Trick Dog Titles (and Just General Good Time to Party)
New Date and Venue for the 2023 PVKC Extravaganza
FDC
We have approval from the AKC and a contract with the Venue
Extravaganza to be held on Sunday, April 30, 2023
At the Greenfield Fairgrounds
Save the Date. Join the Fun
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What We Have Done in the past Few Months

Agility 2022
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Tracking Test 2022
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All three TD entrants did spectacular jobs on their
tracks! I am sure Dorie was up there smiling.
Congratulations to the three new TDs!! On to the
TDX!!

PVKC Sept. 25, 2022 Tracking Test
by Emily McDermott
PVKC=s 15thTracking Dog (TD) test and 14th Tracking
Dog Excellent (TDX) test were held Sunday, September
25, 2022 in loving memory of our wonderful friend and
tracking mentor Dorie Viguers. Dorie meant a great deal
to those of us who benefitted from her tracking expertise,
and we are so happy to have been able to honor her in
this way. Her spirit was certainly with all of us at the
tracking test September 25th. Headquarters this year
was at a lovely outdoor pavilion at Avery Field on
Brattleboro Road, Leyden,MA, and the tests took place
in the fields in the Bernardston/Leyden area. PVKC
member Emily Yazwinski made these arrangements.
Judges were Ilene Morgan and Lynda Morgan from
South Hero , VT, and we were so fortunate to have had
these wonderful and supportive judges.
What a gorgeous day we had for the tracking test! Dorie
would have been smiling! The weather was spectacular,
the fields were beautiful, and tracking conditions were
perfect. There were three TD hopefuls and three TDX
hopefuls. By the end of the day there were three new
TDs. Unfortunately there were no TDX passes, but they

The three TDX tracks were run next, starting with
Track #1 at about 10 a.m. TDX tracks are difficult
and are quite a challenge to a tracking dog. There were
three TDX entrants, and unfortunately none passed, but
they will most definitely pass the TDX in the future.

TDX entrants were: Track 1: English Cocker Spaniel
male, Winfree Smooth As Butter TD TDU, owned by
Jane Hamilton, New Gloucester, ME; Track 2: Golden
Retriever male, Broadway=s One If By Land Two If By
Sea TD owned by Sandra Hand, Fair Haven, NJ; Track
3: Shih Tzu bitch RACH Hallmark Jolei Hot On The
Trail Tova VCD2, owned by Judy and Tom Harding,
Easton, MD.
Good luck to all of you in Future TDX tests!

Without the help of a large group of willing and able
folks in the tracking community it would be difficult,
if not impossible, to hold a tracking test. We could not
have had this tracking test without the help and
cooperation and generosity of all of you. Many, many

will all earn a TDX in the future.
The TD tracks were run first with track #1 starting
around 8:30 a.m.
TD Entrants were: Track 1: 6 month old English
Cocker Spaniel bitch Danby Pond Whitfield The Hive
Queen owned by Mie Kingsley and Glenn Williams ,
Danby ,VT and Karen Whitfield, Northwood, NH.
Track 2: Clumber Spaniel male CH Grand Cabin=s
Daydreamer At Roundhay owned by Benjamin and
Karen Hoyle, Willow Grove, PA. Track 3: Rough
Collie bitch Mountainside Mistletoe From Aryggeth
0wned by Joany White, Jackson, NH.
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Continued on page 9

THANK YOUs to: Test Chair, Lori Carver; Test
Secretary, Matthew Winters of Tracking Club of MA;
Judges Official Driver, Kevin Gardiner; Hospitality,
Missy Bellerose; TD Tracklayers: Mary Horne, Donna
Proudfoot, and Emily Yazwinski; TDX Tracklayers:
Bill Craig, Lori Eliot, and Mary Ellen Hluska; TDX
Cross Track Layers: Carol Bolduc and Debbie
Rodovich.
And Chief Track Layer Tom DeJohn. To quote Dorie,
Tom is the very best chief track layer in the world.
It truly does take a village to hold a tracking test. Thank
you all so very, very much. There just aren=t enough
THANK YOUs for all you did!!
And thank you again, Dorie, for all you did for tracking
through the years. We think of you often, and your spirit
was certainly with us at the 2022 tracking test.

Tracking Test: Through the eyes of a 1st Time
observer.
The 2022 tracking test was held in an absolutely
beautiful area of Leyden/Bernardston. We sadly took
the long route to get there and arrived after the run order
for the first test, TD, or Tracking Dog, had taken place.
We joined the Aconvoy@ of judges, workers and gallery
(those there to watch,) for the drive to the test sites for
the TD test. We were met by a member who directed
us where to stop and park, well away from the actual
tracking test. The gallery was instructed to stay well out
of sight and quiet so we would not disturb the test. The
first dog and handler set off at a brisk pace and when the
track headed toward where the gallery was hidden by
trees, we were all ushered back from the edge of the
road, and out sight. The dog and handler continued on
the track and finally we heard a loud cheer from the
judges and assistants in the field, indicating a successful

track for that team. While the 2nd track started in the
same field, it took an entirely different route through
another part of the field, and rather quickly it seemed a
loud cheer arose again. The 3rd track test was held in an
adjacent field, and again, the final cheer of success. We
all got back into a caravan to return to the pavilion.
At the pavilion, I had the opportunity to talk with one of
the TD track layers and ask about tracking and how a
track was laid. It quickly became clear; this is not a sport
for anyone who hates to walk about on a variety of
terrain! The day before the test, the lead track layer,
judges and a specific track layer for each test go out to
the site. The judges and head track layer set a course
and the track layer follows making his or her own
diagram and marks on the track. The track layer must
be able to go back and walk the track and complete an
accurate map of the track for his or her use the next day.
If the judges and head track layer decide the field/track
is not good, they simply move to a different site, and
redesign the track in a new place. Once the judges and
head track layer have the course designed (it must
include 3‑5 turns and be 440 to 500 yards long), they
move on to set the next test, with a new track layer. Each
track layer only does one test track. The track layer may
have to walk the course several times to have a really
good map, and well‑marked for the following day.
Day of test, the track layer goes out at a designated time
and walks the track at least 2 hour and up to 2 hours
prior to the test, leaving the first marker and a scent item
and leaving a second flag 30 yards in from the first to
indicate the initial direction. The track layer picks up
their markers as they walk the track, leaving only their
scent for the dog to follow. At the end of the track
course, the track layer leaves a leather glove, which is
the target for the dog to locate. The track layer then
walks straight out of the course. The track layer
Continued on page 10
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generally follows at a distance well behind the judges in
the test, and head track layer, and as a courtesy, gives
the handler the course map following completion of the
test.

The 2022 Test was dedicated to Dorie
Viguers whose passion for the sport of
tracking and her commitment and
dedication to training fostered an

The three sets of TD dog/handlers all passed, and the
judges remarked on what a perfect day it was for a trial.
It was cool and damp, and the two judges referred to that
as ideal condition. We then got to observe the Adraw@
for which set of dog/handler team got to go in what order
for the TDX test. No handler/dog team may walk a track
if that particular track layer has been in contact with the
dog within a set number of days. As the TDX tests were
going to be crossing hard surfaces, and mixed terrain
(wooded areas), and the gallery was not going to be able
to park close by or observe much of the actual test. We
took that as our cue to leave, but as 1st time observers,
we had found this experience to be very informative,
and the morning certainty piqued our interest in learning
more about tracking.

PVKC EQUIPMENT PURCHASE
PVKC recently purchased equipment from a disbanded Barn Hunt Club. The equipment
inventory is as follows:
(12) PVC fencing panels 4’X8’
(1) PVC gate panel 4’X53”
(9) upright fence supports and box of block supports
(3) curtain panels 32” X 14’
(6) folding chairs
(1) secretary’s desk and tall chair
(12) plywood pieces (1) 4’ X 4’, (5) 3’ X 4’, (2) 3’ X 3’, (4) 4’ X 2’
(2) easels with white boards
(1) tote of ribbons, unfortunately club specific
(4) mats (starting block for Barn Hunt)
(1) tote of cleaning supplies and zip ties
(1) 3 space rat tube holder
(1) hay ramp
(22) rat tubes
Many of these items can be utilized for a variety of PVKC events, with others specific to Barn
Hunt perhaps next year we will have Barn Hunt trainings in our schedule at the Fairgrounds.
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TRAINING AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
PVKC finished up the fall training schedule at the Franklin County Fairgrounds with a bang.
On Sept 26th, Ryan Blanker offered a handling class to a small group of Anew to the breed ring@ dogs. Those
attending were pleased and very appreciative of the tips and pointers Ryan gave to improve their dogs ring
presentation.
Peg Vohr and Karen Shockro have continued to offer Rally Run Thrus every other Monday. Participants have
become regulars and Peg and Karen have these Novice dogs working advanced signs, a jump in the course and
even working off leash at times. The teams have developed a great skill set and have learned many of the do=s and
don=ts of the Rally ring.
On Oct 10th we held an Obedience Ring ready Workshop with Mary Horne.
October 17th was our last training session, (it=s a rally class) at the Fairground for 2022. PVKC will be pursuing
a contract renewal with The Fair Management for =23. We would like to be up and running early next year to take
full advantage of the facility.
We are looking for folks interested in serving on a training committee, if you d be interested in identifying
training interest, helping secure trainers, develop a schedule and all this would entail, contact Kim Reardon
xrd3311@yahoo.com This will be a winter committee so we are up and running in April.
A sincere and huge THANK YOU to all of our PVKC members that have stepped up and stepped in, volunteering
their time and talent to offer training. Trish Libby, Kelly Lovley, Ryan Blanker, Peg Vohr and Karen Shockro (on
the verge of membership)
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Ring Ready Training
On October 10th, the Training Committee offered a Get Ring Ready Obedience Seminar conducted by trainer
Mary Horne. Mary is a passionate teacher and trainer whose dogs have earned multiple advanced titles in both
AKC and CDSP. She also trains in retriever field work, agility, tracking and rally.
The evening was extremely informative and each team was able to work on the various elements of the AKC
Beginner Novice or Novice Obedience test they were preparing for.
One of the keys to success in the obedience ring is focus and attention and Mary provided methods and tips on
how to gather your dog and maintain focus within a competitive environment.
The committee was pleased to be able to offer this training and is most appreciative to Mary Horne for her
willingness to fit us into her busy schedule.
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RALLY with
Peg Vohr & Karen
Shockro

And a Huge Thank You to Kim Reardon, who has expended the energy to make
these training opportunities happen.
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2023 PVKC
Membership Renewal Form
Our new membership year starts January 1, 2023 and in order to appear on
The membership list and to vote at meetings your dues must be paid by December
31, 2022. After that date a $7.50 late charge must be added. Please complete
the form below and send with your check made payable to PVKC to:
Marcia Evans
P.O. Box 208; Deerfield, MA 01342
Or email: lexisgracewss@comcast.net
Please Print Clearly!! And please complete both sides of this renewal form.
Name_______________________________________________________________________
Street_______________________________________________________________________
City___________________________________________State________Zip_______________
Telephone_____________________E-mail__________________________________________
Breed(s)_____________________________________________________________________

Check one: If you have been an Associate member for one year or more, you may choose to become
a PVKC Regular Member. Regular Members are expected to attend two general club meetings a year.
c Regular Member (voting) - $15.00 c Associate Member (non-voting) - $ 15.00 c Junior Member - $5.00

Please check the dog activities you are involved in or would like to learn:
____ Conformation ____ Obedience ____Rally ____ Agility ____Tracking ____Therapy Dog ____ Flyball ____ Herding
____ Earthdog ____ Service Dog ____ Couch Potato ____Search&Rescue ____ Field Trials ____ Hunt Test ____ Carting
____ Lure Coursing ____ Nosework

Other________________________________________________________

PVKC is an active Club with many annual events. To support our continued level of events
and activities, PVKC members are expected to help each year. In which of the following
would you like to volunteer for 2017 (check a minimum of two items from the list of events
and volunteer opportunities):
Continues on other side
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11/2012

Events:
Farm Dog Certification Test – Spring
___ Planning Committee
Spring Health Clinic (Greenfield MA):
___ Assist with dog handling

___ Work Set-up and/or Day of test
___ Shepherding participants on the day of the event
___ Assist with paperwork

August AKC/AB Point Show – 2 DAYS (Greenfield MA, run completely with PVKC members):
___ Breed Ring Stewarding ___ Obedience/Rally Stewarding
___ Gate (collecting parking fees)
___ Set up (Friday before show)
___ Clean-up
___ Help in Club Tent
___ Parking
___ Drivers (for judges from and return to airport)
Hospitality: ___ providing goodies for show
___ working days of show
September Agility Trial (Westfield MA) Two and a half day event:
___ Set-up (Friday before show)
___ Help in Club Tent (days of show)
___ Take-down/Clean-up (Sunday late afternoon)
Hospitality: ___ providing goodies for show
___ working day(s) of show
September Tracking Test (Greenfield MA) Two day event:
___ Lay Track
___ Drivers (for judges – day before test and/or day of test)
Hospitality: ___ providing goodies for test
___ working day(s) of test
Volunteer Opportunities:
Training Committee:
c Assist at scheduled training classes (being present as the PVKC representative: opening, collecting money
for drop-in classes, supervising participants, closing – Brattleboro VT on Wednesday nights and Saturday
mornings – commitment of one evening or morning 3 or 4 times a year)
c Act as a class assistant for a beginner or advanced beginner class (Brattleboro VT on Wednesday nights
or Saturday mornings – commitment of one evening/morning for a 6 week session)
c Assist at a special event like a CGC Test or a rally/obedience show ‘n go
c Plan or co-ordinate a special event like a CGC Test or a rally/obedience show ‘n go
Administration:
c Serve on the Board of Directors
c Serve on a committees such as ___ Programs or ___ Membership or ___ event committees
c Act as legislative liaison, tracking and reporting on various bills in VT, NH and MA
c Assist in planning and administrative details necessary for AKC All Breed Point Shows
Other (please specify): __________________________________________________________________
I agree to abide by the American Kennel Club Care and Condition Policy.

___________________________________________________________
Signature

________________
Date
11/2012

